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Overview
• The nature of police power

• Empirical legitimacy as a constraint on police power
• Empirical legitimacy as an enabler of police power
• When and why do people support the potential police use of force?
• Results from three studies

• Implications

The nature of police power
• Dubber: police power is “unlimited” - based on 18th century
concept of police concerned with regulation, good
governance, the promotion of good order (and happiness)
• But his ideas might apply equally to the uniformed state police
that are our focus today
• ‘Police’ constitute a potentially limitless, uncontrollable, extralegal power to do what is necessary to monitor, control and
produce good order
• In particular, monitor and control marginal populations

Constraining police power
• Has often been very difficult!
• Police activity is classically high discretion, low visibility, and
the powers vested in individual officers, as well as the
organization, are substantial
• Legal (rule-based) regulation?
• Must have some role, but easy to overstate
• “Attempts to regulate by precise rules … find that the
innumerability of potential situations exhaust rule-making
capacity” (Dixon 1997)

Alternative sources of constraint
• Visibility
• Body worn video
• Social media
• Motivations of individual officers and police organizations

• Processes that generate legitimacy
• Police require empirical legitimacy to function and, in the long-run,
survive (as organizations)
• Therefore motivated to engage in practices that produce/maximise
legitimacy and avoid practices that undermine it

The empirical legitimacy of the police*
Claim

Procedural justice

Legitimacy secures
cooperation and compliance
Legitimacy as
dialogue

Reception

Legitimacy tames power
Legitimacy reduces tension
between power-holders and
subordinates
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* note: a amalgam of Tyler, Bottoms/Tankebe & Coicaud…

Legitimacy as a psychological state
• Duty to obey
To what extent do you feel it is your moral duty to …
… back the decisions made by the police because the police are legitimate
authorities?
…back the decisions made by the police even when you disagree with them?
… do what the police tell you even if you don’t understand or agree with the
reasons?

• Normative alignment
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements
about the police in the UK
… usually act in ways that are consistent with my own ideas of right and
wrong.
… can be trusted to make the right decisions
… stand up for values that are important to people like me.

Procedural justice promotes legitimacy
Procedural justice: ‘…people‘s reactions to law
and legal authorities are heavily influenced by
their assessments of the fairness of legal
procedures’ (Tyler, 2008)
People are sensitive to whether authority is
exercised in a fair, transparent, and unbiased
manner.
4 aspects of procedural justice: (i) voice, (ii)
neutrality, (iii) treatment with respect and
dignity, and (iv) displaying trustworthy
motives.
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Strong association between procedural
justice and duty to obey
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From procedural justice to legitimacy
Social
identification

Procedural
justice

Legitimacy

Direct path - procedural justice activates legitimacy because officers are seen to be respecting
normative standards of conduct.
Mediated via social identification - procedural justice encourages people to feel part of the group via a
sense of value, status and inclusion. We are motivated to legitimize authorities of groups we feel part
of; we adopt roles and duties of citizenship that are connected to group membership.

Policing and social identity (1)

Policing and social identity (2!)

Legitimacy tames power
Procedural justice → Legitimacy → Compliance/deference/acceptance
• Procedural justice is regularly found to be the most important predictor of
legitimacy
• Although of course not the only one
• Police activity that is viewed as unfair or inappropriate will undermine
legitimacy

• The need to secure legitimacy therefore limits or constrains the power of the
police. If they wish to maintain/reproduce/enhance legitimacy police cannot
“just do what they want”

This looks a lot like ‘policing by consent’ …
(Some of) Peel’s principles:
• The ability of the police to perform their duties is dependent upon public approval of police
actions

• Police must secure the willing co-operation of the public in voluntary observance of the law to
be able to secure and maintain the respect of the public.
• The degree of co-operation of the public that can be secured diminishes proportionately to the
necessity of the use of physical force.
• Police seek and preserve public favour not by catering to public opinion but by constantly
demonstrating absolute impartial service to the law.
• Police use physical force to the extent necessary to secure observance of the law or to restore
order only when the exercise of persuasion, advice and warning is found to be insufficient.
• Police, at all times, should maintain a relationship with the public that gives reality to the
historic tradition that the police are the public and the public are the police; the police being
only members of the public who are paid to give full-time attention to duties which are
incumbent on every citizen in the interests of community welfare and existence.

But!
• Police often do behave in legitimacy undermining ways – yet
legitimacy does not (often) collapse
• Legitimacy (and trust, etc.) serves as a reservoir of support (as
per Easton’s concept of diffuse support)
• Some people value procedurally unfair treatment of denigrated
out groups
• Police have other sources of legitimacy that ‘bypass’ procedural
justice

Notting Hill 1976

Brixton 1981

Poll tax riot 1990

Ian Tomlinson 2009

Tottenham 2011

‘Normal’ policing
Policing has always be premised on the potential for force - and violence – but
this is arguably much more apparent now than in the past

Police use of force
• The ability to use force to solve problems/enforce action is a defining
feature of police
• Important to note that we talking here about the potential for force as
well as its actual use
• College of Policing guidance talks of ‘reasonable and proportionate’ use of
force (not necessarily ‘minimum’)
• ‘absolutely necessary for a purpose permitted by law’
• Many examples of police use of force that have been perceived as unfair
and illegitimate
• But people also support police use of force

Reasons for supporting use of force?
• Because it is needed in the ‘fight against crime’ or for
particular justifiable ends?

• Because firm authority is important?
• Because people trust, identify with and legitimise police and
therefore hold them worthy of support?
• Because it is directed towards people/groups they don’t like?

Three studies
1. Public support for arming
more police

The potential for
force

2. Reactions to aggressive
public order policing
3. Support for unjustified
use of force

Police
violence

Study 1 - Background
Recent terror attacks, and the upswing in serious violent crime, have
prompted calls for arming of more, or even all, police officers
How people unaccustomed to seeing armed police would react to such
developments is thus an important, topical, policy question

What motivates support for (changes in) policing?
‘The police do not prevent crime. This is one of the best kept secrets of
modern life. Experts know it, the police know it, but the public does not
know it. Yet the police pretend that they are society's best defence
against crime … This is a myth.’
(Bayley 1994, p. 2)

Axiomatic that most people don’t know much about policing
When asked about potential change, new technology etc., we draw on
heuristics to help form judgements
Trust and affect comprise two such heuristics

Affect
Emotional response – how do police make me feel?
The ‘affect heuristic’ (Slovic et
al. 2002, 2004): in the absence
of knowledge and direct
experience, emotional
responses to change and those
implementing it influence
assessments of the associated
risks and benefits, and
willingness to support or oppose
introduction or uptake.

Trust
Trust is a willingness to be
vulnerable that is premised in
beliefs about competency and
good intentions – i.e. trust as
process
Those who trust police are
inclined to believe that new
policies and practices – e.g.
arming more officers – are
justified and appropriate
Trust is also, of course, closely
linked to legitimacy

Trust and affect are linked
Trust in good
intentions

Trust in
effectiveness

To a significant degree trust is a
view that the trust object is wellintentioned and thus morally
good
Trust therefore evokes positive
affect (and distrust evokes
negative affect)

Affect

Policy
preference

Other predictors of support for policy?
Likely to be many:
• Neighborhood context?
• Psychological variables (e.g. authoritarian attitudes)?
• Socio-demographic variables – that are associated with vulnerability
to crime (e.g. gender) and/or the police (e.g. ethnicity)?
• Events (e.g. proximity to terrorist attack)?
• Exposure to armed police?
Most if not all could affect policy preference directly, or be mediated by
trust and/or affect

Key constructs and measures
• Support for policy
“The Metropolitan Police Service is currently increasing the number of officers
carrying a firearm as part of their routine patrols. To what extent do you agree or
disagree that this is a necessary step to keep London safe?” (answers on 5-point
scale) – First two quarters only
• Affect
“It makes me feel safer when I see a police officer with a firearm” and “If I saw an
officer with a firearm I would feel comfortable approaching them” – All four
quarters
• Trust in fairness and community engagement
• Trust in effectiveness

Support for policy driven by trust and affect

Study two: Reactions to aggressive
public order policing
It plainly goes both ways …
Judgements about the
acceptability of the use
of force

Trust, identity,
legitimacy

Trust, identity,
legitimacy
Judgements about the
acceptability of the use
of force

On-line experiment

1 x 3 design
Information:
• The English Defence League (EDL) is a far-right street protest movement that focuses on
opposition to what its members consider to be the spread of Islamism and Sharia Law in the
United Kingdom.
• The National Union of Students (NUS) is a confederation of students’ unions in the United
Kingdom. NUS’ mission is to promote, defend and extend the rights of students by providing
them with a collective voice. Around 600 students’ unions are in membership, accounting
for more than 95 per cent of all higher and further education unions in the UK.
• The Trades Union Congress (TUC) is a national trade union centre, a federation of trade
unions in England and Wales. The TUC lobbies the Government to implement policies that
will benefit people at work and campaigns on economic and social issues.
Prime:
The [social category] organised a march of thousands of their members in central London in
December 2010. The footage you are about to see is of events that took place on this march in
Victoria Street, central London. After the event shown in the video, the [social category]
maintained that their intentions were peaceful and asserted that their actions were in response
to a heavy-handed and disproportionate police intervention.

Key measures
• Procedural justice (e.g. ‘The police in the video treated the protestors with
respect’).
• Police legitimacy (as felt obligation to obey the police, e.g. ‘I would have
supported the decisions of the police in the video even if I disagreed with
them)
• Relational identification with the police (e.g. I identified with the police in
the video)

Procedural justice
Legitimacy
Relational identification

EDL
4.3
4.4
3.8

NUS
3.5
4.1
3.1

TUC
3.3 *
3.9
2.8 *

A real life example?

Study 3: Support for police use of force
Is legitimacy, and/or legitimacy sustaining processes, linked to
potentially problematic public support for police action - such as the
inappropriate use of force?
• Does legitimacy ‘crowd out’ moral judgements about
particular acts?
• Does police action that motivates identification with the group
the police represent influence peoples judgements about
treatment of out group members?
• One relevant ‘other’ here might be offenders (we could
probably think of other others, too)

‘Mini-vignettes’
Some people think it is right to use violence to achieve different
aims, while others think the use of violence is always wrong. How
acceptable is it for a police officer to do each of the following:
•
•
•
•

Use deadly force against a person who is armed and believed to pose a
threat to other people’s lives (60% very acceptable)
Strike a citizen who uses his fists to attack the policeman (sic) (38% very
acceptable)
Use physical force against an offender who is handcuffed and in police
custody (56% not at all acceptable)
Use force to arrest an unarmed person who is not offering violent
resistance (69% not at all acceptable)

Key predictors – legitimacy and social
identity
Legitimacy we’ve already discussed, but what is the ‘identity’
involved here
• How important is each of the following to how you see yourself:
Being British
Being a law abiding citizen
• And now thinking in terms of how you would like others to see
you, how important is:
Being British
Being a law abiding citizen

Identity judgements consistently predict
support for police use of force
Deadly force
against armed
threat

Strikes citizen
who attacks

Force on
handcuffed
offender

Force in arrest of
unarmed person
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Stronger identification as ‘citizen’ is consistently linked with greater support for police use of force
However normative alignment is associated only with support when the use of force appears
prima facie justified. No association between duty to obey and support for use of force

Why?
• Strong identification with the group police represent motivates
support for police as group authorities against out group
members?
• Strong identification (and high legitimacy) ‘crowd out’ sceptical
views (unity of impression)?
• Identification (and legitimacy) act as uncertainty reduction
mechanisms – in the absence of full information they provide
heuristics on which to base judgements?

‘Empowering police’
• Can also think about the extent to which legitimacy ‘empowers’ the police in a more
general sense
• Granting legitimacy to an authority involves ceding to it the right to determine what
is appropriate and ‘the right thing to do’
• We also asked the survey respondents:
• Do you think that the government should increase the powers of the police,
decrease the powers of the police, or keep the powers at the current level? (68%
about the same; 26% increase)
• Do you think that the police should be more regulated, less regulated, or that
regulation should be kept about the same as at the current level? (55% about
the same; 40% more regulated)

Legitimacy judgements predict views on
empowering and regulating police
'Citizen' ID
Duty to obey
Normative alignment
Left/right scale

Police should be given
more power
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Legitimacy and identity judgements predict views on whether police should
be given more power
Normative alignment is also associated with views on the extent to which
police should be regulated

The other side of the coin
Procedural justice → Legitimacy → Compliance/deference/acceptance
•

The social-psychological processes that link procedural justice to
legitimacy and on to various outcomes – such as support for police
actions – may correlate with some rather problematic aspects of public
opinion

•

Legitimacy promotes support for an authority that might be blind to the
moral or ethical content of its behaviour – to grant an authority
legitimacy is to cede to it the right to determine ‘the right thing to do’
(Kelman and Hamilton)

•

Procedural fairness and legitimacy – which are group-level processes –
may be associated with ‘other-directed’ forms of support for police

Implications
• Significant tension (paradox?) in that procedural justice and legitimacy limit
and enable police power. Social identity is an important element in this process
• The identity-legitimacy link may be one factor explaining why police legitimacy
does not collapse as a result of revelations of police malpractice
• Important to remember evaluative element of procedural justice. It’s not all
about social identity!
• Underlines that legitimacy is a dynamic process, marked by both significant
stability and sudden rupture and change
• Popular legitimacy is a necessary but not sufficient factor in constraining police
power. What is also needed is an ‘internal locus of control’ - an appropriate
ethics, appropriately maintained

Police use of force
Ian Tomlinson
Mark Duggan

English Defence League march 2012

Countryside Alliance march 2002
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